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Abstract
This study investigated the influence of optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving skills
on learners’ attainment in Accounting concepts. The survey design of a descriptive type was
adopted to elicit responses from 300 senior secondary school students in selected five
secondary schools in a university town. Research instruments such as optimism and problemsolving skills questionnaires were adapted from Batool (2009), while Schraw, Bendixen and
Dunkle’s (2002) ‘Epistemic Beliefs Inventory’ and the Financial Accounting Multiple Choice
Questions (FAMCQ) were used to collect data from the selected senior secondary school
students. The data were subjected to simple regression analysis. The results show that there is
a combined influence of optimism, epistemic beliefs, problem solving on senior students’
academic achievement (R = 0.364). The research recommended that Accounting teachers
should infuse optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving concepts in the Accounting
curriculum of their schools.
Key words: optimism, epistemic beliefs, problem-solving skills, accounting concept, learners’
achievement
Introduction
Individuals’ beliefs about knowledge and knowing are called ‘epistemic beliefs’. Epistemic Beliefs
function as a lens through which a person interprets materials and learning demands, and influence
learning and instruction processes (Rebmann et al., 2015). Scholars have reported the influence of
epistemic beliefs on inspiration, achievement, learning strategies, teaching conceptions, and additional
constructs (Deng, Chai, Tsai, & Lee 2014). Epistemic beliefs are individuals’ beliefs about knowledge
and knowing. Muis and Gierus (2014) and Schraw (2013) posited that many scholars possess
differentiated beliefs on knowledge/knowing from beliefs on learning which are considered as authentic
epistemological beliefs and the latter as non-epistemological dimensions. Furthermore, optimism
becomes a veritable variable to include in this research consequent on Yates’s (2002) assertion of its
formation during childhood. The three-year study initiated by Yates (2002) confirmed that as students
reach adolescence, their optimistic explanations for common life events decreased. Yates (2002) further
discovered that as the respondents reached adolescence, the achievement levels in mathematics
increased with time, consequent on the instructions they received, their set goals and earlier years
constructive work habits. Optimism was investigated in this research to enable the researchers confirm
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the applicability of these findings to Accounting Education. In the global society, problem-solvers hold
the ace to solving societal problems. An earlier study by Wolks and Cates (2002) discovered that
students in other business-related disciplines have a better style of solving problems than accounting
students, despite their predominant adaptation in problem-solving style. It was this observation that led
Wolks and Cates (2002) to demand that changes be made to the accounting curriculum. In this article,
the focus is on how optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving skills influence learners’
attainment in accounting concepts.
Literature Review
Optimism
Optimism brings about positive outcomes in interpersonal relationships by promoting favourable
expectancies, which in turn cause individuals to pursue their relationship goals with more compliance
and determination. However, previous studies that investigated the effects of optimism on adolescents’
academic achievement did not find any association between these constructs (Rand, Martin, & Shea,
2011; Tetzner & Becker, 2015). Optimism has potentials to assist students to enhance their academic
achievement despite these challenges. Carver, Scheier, and Segerstrom (2010) stated that optimistic
adolescents may show higher academic engagement and greater persistence in reaching their academic
goals. Tetzner and Becker (2017) opined that learners that are optimistic seemed to perform better than
their less optimistic colleagues in different spheres of life. With the assertion of Tetzner and Becker
(2019) on the benefits inherent in teaching optimism to learners, the present study sought to investigate
whether optimism would have an effect on learners’ achievement in accounting concepts, thereby
attempting to expand on research trends concerning the relationship between optimism and learners’
outcomes in accounting concepts.
Epistemic Beliefs
Epistemic beliefs have different conceptions, and interdependent levels (Muis, Trevors, Duffy,
Ranellucci, & Foy, 2016). In a general sense, epistemic belief presents individuals’ beliefs about
knowledge whereas on a domain specific level, it is conceptualised on a specific domain or discipline
(Rosman et al., 2016). Greene Sandoval, & Bråten (2016) stated that beliefs about knowledge have
potential influence on individuals’ beliefs on learning. Research on epistemic beliefs have attracted
interest in the last sixty years for their predictive power on positive learning outcomes. The interest in
research on epistemic beliefs was evident in the works of Madjar et al. (2019) and Lee and Chan (2018).
Madjar et al. (2019) researched on epistemic beliefs and achievement goal orientation, which was
described as integral in the explanation of cognitive engagements and strategies of learning. Madjar et
al. (2019) affirmed that notwithstanding the weak relationships between definite epistemic positions
and achievement goal orientations, the distribution of the relationships these constructs were distinct
and orthogonal. Evidences from Lee and Chan’s (2018) research affirmed the relationships among
epistemic beliefs, perception of learning environments and academic performance of freshmen
majoring in social sciences. Lee and Chan (2018) concluded that the components of epistemic beliefs
such as presage and process factors at different times were significant, moderately high, and of varying
magnitudes to suggest their model’s strength. Lee and Chan (2018) cautioned that a moderate range of
Cronbach alphas were noticeable in some of the dimensions on epistemic beliefs.
There are scholarly evidences that suggested that epistemic beliefs pertaining to a constructivist
and situated view (knowledge is uncertain, evolving and can be constructed actively by oneself) are
associated with better learning outcomes (Sinatra et al., 2014). Despite these evidences, many
researchers have differentiated beliefs about knowledge/knowing from beliefs about learning, with the
former considered as genuine epistemological beliefs and the latter as only reflecting nonepistemological dimensions (Muis & Gierus, 2014).
Problem Solving
Problem-solving is the completion of tasks by learners that solve problems using integrative cognitive,
metacognitive, and self-regulatory mechanisms (Cleary & Chen 2009; Montague et al. 2011) to
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accurately regulate and monitor their learning processes. Freire (2008) defined this process as a
transition from banking education concept to problem-based education model. In problem-solving,
instructors give responsibilities to students to improve their problem-solving skills which included
solutions to problematic concepts, trying to apply what they learnt in school daily, showing
determination, and reading literature (Yildiz, 2016). Yildiz (2016) further stated that instructors should
motivate learners to achieve these responsibilities, draw their attention to the course, give them
opportunities to apply what they learned, and offer them encouragement. The position of Yildiz (2016)
presents one of the appropriate approaches by teachers to problem-solving.
From the literature reviewed for this research, there are divergent opinions from educational
researchers on the impact of optimism, epistemic beliefs and problem-solving skills on Learners’
attainment in the social science disciplines. Furthermore, the dynamics of the business world across the
world require accounting graduates that have the knack to solve accounting problems, and optimistic
that such problems are not beyond their disciplinary boundaries. It is in the light of the foregoing that
this research evaluated the influence of the independent variables on learners’ academic attainment in
accounting concepts.
Research Questions
1. Does optimism, epistemic beliefs, problem-solving have influence on students’ academic
achievement in Accounting concepts?
2. Does optimism, epistemic beliefs, problem-solving have relative influence on students’ academic
achievement in Accounting concepts?

Theoretical Framework
Optimism and Pessimism
This research is anchored on optimism and pessimism theoretical assumptions. A unique feature of the
variables i.e. optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving skills is the primary relationships
epistemic beliefs and problem-solving skills have to optimism. Parashar (2009) affirms that optimism
is correlated with diverse life outcomes such as increased life expectancy, general and mental health,
increased success in sports and work, greater recovery rates from surgical operations, and evolution of
coping strategies in adversity related situations.
The scholarly attention accorded ‘optimism’ started with the research of Carver (1966) that
emphasizes the importance of behavioural responses when people confront adversity. Carver (1966)
affirmation that optimists expect good outcomes, with the possibility of experiencing a more positive
mix of feelings; while pessimists expect bad outcomes such as anxiety, sadness, and despair (See
Scheier et al., 2001). Aspinwall et al. (2001:217) painted a clearer picture of the associations shared by
optimism, mental, and physical health in the previous fifteen years. Despite the good
association/relationships established by Aspinwall et al. (2001:217) between optimism and major life
transitions such as relocation from home to college, from one country to another, and adjustment to lifethreatening and chronic illnesses such as cancer and AIDS, optimism has weak relationships with
academic attainment.
We adopted optimism and pessimism theoretical framework in this research because it accounts
for good outcomes in diverse domains of life such as attainment in accounting concepts. The two other
independent variables such as epistemic beliefs and problem-solving were brought into this research to
strengthen the effect of optimism consequent on Aspinwall et al.’s (2001) position that this construct
does not have association with intelligence, academic attainment, wealth or other factors related to
advantages in life.
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Methods
Participants
The survey design of a descriptive type was adopted to elicit responses from 300 senior secondary
school students in the selected five secondary schools in a university town in Southern, Nigeria. The
survey design of a descriptive type otherwise called the ‘field-based MO’ (See Ige, Jita, & Jita, 2019)
was adopted for this research. 145 (48.3%) of the selected students were males, while 155 (51.7%) were
females. These students were selected for the study because they were enrolled for Accounting and
Book- Keeping in the selected secondary schools.
Research Instruments
The Optimism and Problem-solving Skills sub-scales were adapted from Batool (2009) while Schraw,
Bendixen and Dunkle’s (2002) ‘Epistemic Beliefs Inventory’ was adapted to evaluate the influence of
independent variables on students’ academic achievement in Accounting concepts. Items on the
optimism sub-scale adapted from Batool (2009) were ‘I hope that some good solution will come-up
even in case of extreme unfavourable circumstances’, ‘If once failed, I don’t become disappointed,
rather keep on trying for improvement’. The problem-solving sub-scale has statements such as ‘In a
complex situation I try to come out of it instead of despair’, and ‘In case of conflict, I can find out the
solution to the problem after deep consideration/ analysis’. The students were asked to respond to the
items on ‘Optimism’, ‘Problem-solving Skills’ and ‘Epistemic Beliefs’ on a scale that ranged from 1 to
6. The alpha co-efficient of Optimism and problem-solving skills sub-scales reported by Batool (2009)
was 0.95.
The Schraw et al.’s (2002) questionnaire has thirty-two statements, but twenty-eight statements
such as ‘How well you do in school depends on how smart you are’, and ‘if you don’t learn something
quickly, you won’t ever learn it” were selected from the questionnaire. The Schraw et al. (2002)
reported the alpha coefficient of .58 to .68. The negatively worded items in the questionnaire were
coded in reverse before the data were analysed.
The Financial Accounting Multiple Choice Questions (FAMCQ) was used to evaluate learners’
attainment in Accounting concepts. The FAMCQ consisted of 15 multiple choice items with options
from a-e. The reliability co-efficient of the test using Kr21 was 0.78.
Procedure and Ethical Considerations
Authorised institutional introductory letters that explained the objectives of the study and included a
consent for assistance were referred to the schools, and participants were subsequently engaged. An
introduction which included ‘the purpose and content of the study’ was provided for the participants
and after explaining, the questionnaire was administered to consenting participants in group of 40-50
students in the selected schools with the assistance of the teachers. All participants in the selected
schools provided informed consent.
Data Analysis
The multiple regression analysis was adopted to determine the combined and relative influence of
‘Optimism’, ‘Problem-solving Skills’ and ‘Epistemic Beliefs’ on students’ academic attainment in
Accounting Education concepts. ‘Optimism’, ‘Problem-solving skills’ and ‘Epistemic Beliefs’ were
regressed on students’ academic attainment of the selected students in Accounting Education concepts.
Results
This section presents the answers to the research questions that guided this research.
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Table 1:
Combined influence of optimism, epistemic beliefs, problem solving on academic achievement
Model

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Sig.

Df

F
Square

Regression

205.623

3

68.541
.000

15.037

Residual

1344.671

295

4.558

.91229584

Total

1550.294

298

R = 0.364, R2 = 0.133, Adj. R2 = 0.124, P Value = 0.05
Dependent variable: Achievement_Accounting_Concepts
Predictors: (Contant), Optimism, Epistemic_Beliefs, Problem_Solving
Table 1 shows that there is a relationship among optimism, epistemic beliefs, problem -solving
significantly predicted academic achievement (R = 0.36). This is consequent on the fact that these
variables accounted for 12.4% of the total variance in the academic achievement. This relationship is
shown to be significant (F (3, 298) = 15.0; p< 0.05). This implies that the independent variables have
significant joint influence on students’ academic achievement in accounting concepts.
Table 2:
Relative influence of the Dependent Variables on Achievement
Model

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B

1 (Constant)

1.632

Standardized
Coefficients

t
Sig.

Std. Error Beta
.404

Epistemic_Beliefs .011

.005

.179

Problem Solving

.013

.031

.044

Optimism

.051

.030

.171

4.040
.000
2.086
.000
.433
.666
1.661
.098

a. Dependent variable: Achievement Accounting Concepts
Table 2 shows that epistemic beliefs had a significant relative influence on students’ academic
achievement in accounting concepts (t= 2.09; p < 0.05). However, problem-solving (t= 0.43, p > 0.05)
and optimism (t= 1.66, p > 0.05) had no significant relative influence on students’ academic
achievement.
Discussion
The current study investigated the influence of optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving skills
on senior secondary school students’ attainment in Accounting concepts. The outcomes of the study
show that optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving skills accounted for 12.4% of the variance
in senior secondary school students’ academic achievement. This result implies that there are 87.6%
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other factors that could potentially influence students’ academic achievement which were not
investigated in this study. The positive influence reported for optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problemsolving skills in this research supports Parashar (2009) on the association of optimism with diverse life
outcomes such as increased life expectancy, general and mental health, increased success in sports and
work, greater recovery rates from surgical operations, and evolution of coping strategies in adversityrelated situations. The adversity related situations related to this research are students’ persistence to
solve difficult accounting concepts in the selected schools terminal examinations. This finding seems
to negate the outcome of the research reported by Aspinwall et al. (2001) that optimism beliefs have no
association with academic attainment and other factors related to advantages in life.
The result of the study shows that epistemic beliefs had a significant influence on students’
academic achievement. The sole influence of epistemic beliefs on students’ attainment in this study
confirms the assertion of Winberg, Hofverberg, and Lindfors (2018) on the existence of a weak
relationship between epistemic beliefs, cognition, and performance goals. Lee and Chan (2015)
affirmed that research on epistemic beliefs had become important in the last sixty years, consequent on
their predictive power over positive learning outcomes. The influence of epistemic beliefs in this study
shows that teachers must teach this concept because of its effect on students’ learning outcomes.
Conclusions
The results of this study are philosophically relevant for the teaching of Accounting Education concepts
in secondary schools across the world. It was evident from the literature explicated that constructs such
as optimism, epistemic beliefs and problem-solving skills have influence on students’ learning
outcomes in Accounting Education. The results in this study seem to emphasise that epistemic beliefs
should be consciously cultivated in the students taking Accounting and Book-Keeping in senior
secondary school. It is recommended that researchers in different social science disciplines could
evaluate the impact of optimism, epistemic beliefs, and problem-solving skills on students’ learning
outcomes. However, it should be noted that the effects of these independent variables were limited to
three senior secondary school students in the five secondary schools selected in a developing nation.
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